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OUTSIDE 
THE FENCE
Something happens when you venture past your 
usual boundaries. Not just a little bit, but way, way 
out past the fences into the thick of the world’s 
wildest places.

Everything burns brighter out here. You breathe 

deeper, laugh harder, smile wider and make 

friendships faster than anywhere else. We already 

know you’ll swear the drinks taste better, the music 

sounds bigger, every sleep is deeper, and every 

bite is more amazing than the last. And once you 

get a taste of it, you’ll understand why we’ve spent 

generations perfecting it. 

This is free-range, naturally-sourced winter bliss.  

While snow guns and chairlifts are a great place to  

start, we know you’ll truly come alive outside the fence.  

We can’t wait to get you into the air at CMH, and into  

the boundless territory of the best winter of your life.
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  BUGABOOS         
Pg. 10

60% Trees 
40% Alpine

Breathtaking 
scenery

  CARIBOOS           
Pg. 11

60% Trees 
40% Alpine

Incredible conditions  
right through April

  GOTHICS                
Pg. 12

60% Trees 
40% Alpine

Varied terrain  
for all abilities

  KOOTENAY           
Pg. 13

75% Trees 
25% Alpine

Subalpine bowls  
and pillow lines

  REVELSTOKE       
Pg. 14

60% Trees 
40% Alpine

Downtown  
après ski

  ADAMANTS           
Pg. 15

40% Trees 
60% Alpine

High alpine 
views

  BOBBIE BURNS   
Pg. 16

50% Trees 
50% Alpine

Massive 
vertical

  GALENA                 
Pg. 17

80%Trees 
20% Alpine  
until March

Playful 
pillow drops

  MONASHEES        
Pg. 18

85% Trees 
15% Alpine

Best tree skiing  
on the planet

  NOMADS               
Pg. 19

50% Trees 
50% Alpine

Choose your 
own adventure

  VALEMOUNT       
Pg. 20

50% Trees 
50% Alpine

Completely 
personalized 
experience

  BIGHORN             
Contact us for details

50% Trees 
50% Alpine

Award-winning 
gourmet chef

Exclusive

12 UNIQUE LODGES, 
THE WORLD’S GREATEST SKIING
Leave this page open as a guide while you browse.

TERRAIN
*

PACE & ABILITY

KNOWN FOR

LOCATIO
N

Relaxed/Intermediate Intermediate/Advanced Advanced Expert Custom

*weather dependant
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LIMITLESS TERRAIN

CMH is bigger than all North American ski areas put together. No, 
that’s not a typo. Our exclusive three million acre territory is actually 
20x larger than all the “chairlift skiing” on the continent combined. 
In fact, some people say it would take several years to ski all of 
CMH’s runs more than once — but we’re happy to help you try.

CUSTOMIZED GROUPS

Even on a typical resort weekend day, you’ll share the hill 
with up to 20,000 skiers. So it’s no surprise the snow is usually 
tracked-out by mid-morning. At CMH, you get to ski or ride in 
personalized groups of 11 or less, and explore at least 400 square 
miles (1,000 square kilometres) of untouched powder per lodge.

ALL NORTH AMERICAN 
SKI AREAS COMBINED:
132,500 ACRES

SKIABLE 
CMH TERRAIN:
3,000,000 ACRES

THE BEST, OF THE BEST, 
OF THE BEST
CMH o�ers massive terrain, untouched snow, personalized groups and not one second of waiting 
in line or getting stuck on an icy chairlift. Whether you’re a Heli-Skiing veteran, just getting started, 
or just along for the ride, CMH is sure to give you a winter adventure unlike anything you’ve ever 
experienced before.

8 – 20,000 
PEOPLE
AVERAGE 
WEEKEND DAY
AT A RESORT

11 FRIENDS 
(OR LESS) 
ALL WEEK AT 
CMH, ANY TIME 
OF THE SEASON

POWDER INTRO FOR FIRST-TIMERS

Curious to try the backcountry, but not sure if you’re 100% ready? CMH’s Powder Intro 
is the perfect way to take your intermediate/advanced skills to the next level. This  
low-stress introduction lets you set the pace on some of our friendlier Heli-Skiing 
terrain. Every run is guaranteed to beat the best snow at any resort, and give you  
smiles that last a lifetime.

NON HELI-SKIERS ALWAYS WELCOME

CMH welcomes everyone to join the fun — even our non Heli-Skiing friends. Relax with 
stunning views, roaring fireplaces, gourmet food, and on-site spa facilities. Or stay busy  
with climbing walls, games, exercise rooms, XC skiing, snowshoeing, and winter-ready 
fat bikes. No matter what brings you here, you’ll always feel right at home at CMH.

SKIABLE 
CMH TERRAIN:
3,000,000 ACRES

ALL NORTH AMERICAN 
SKI AREAS COMBINED:
132,500 ACRES

VS
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FIRST TRACKS
Being the world’s first Heli-Skiing company comes 
with some incredible advantages:

• First pick of the world’s best snow regions.

• Private claim to a massive 3,000,000-acre territory.

•  A huge head start on the entire industry, keeping us at the forefront 

of safety, hospitality and the complete ski and snowboard experience.  

When it comes to Heli-Skiing, no one else even comes close to CMH. 
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SINCE 1965
The entire Heli-Ski industry can trace its roots to visionary Mountain Guide,  

Hans Gmoser: the man who started it all. In 1965, Hans took 20 skiers to the top  

of a mountain in a Bell 47 “bubble copter” and guided them down though virgin 

snow. In this moment, Heli-Skiing was officially born — and CMH along with it.

In the half-century that followed, CMH made exclusive claims to millions of acres 

of the ultimate ski terrain on Earth; with every spot handpicked by Hans himself. 

Now commanding a fleet of 32 helicopters serving a dozen iconic lodges, CMH 

welcomes skiers and snowboarders to an alpine playground roughly a third the size 

of Switzerland — 20 times bigger than all North American ski resorts combined.

50+ years has also put us at the forefront of backcountry luxury, industry-leading 

snow safety and helicopter practices, alpine guiding certification, and how to give 

every guest the time of their lives, both on the mountain and après ski. At CMH, 

“First Tracks” is more than just how we start our day — it’s the guiding principle for 

everything we do.
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ABSOLUTELY 
PERFECT SNOW
CMH’s world-renowned history goes back to 1965. But  
what makes it most incredible started long before that.

80 million years ago, two colossal plates of the earth’s crust collided, slowly 

creating the mighty Columbia mountain range. More than just pretty peaks, their 

impossibly perfect inland location and north/south orientation created the planet’s 

most monumental snow machine — pulling an ocean of moisture from the Pacific, 

lifting it to dizzying heights over the Great Divide, and squeezing it bone-dry to 

deliver more snowflakes per drop than anywhere else on Earth.

(Water) + (Cold) x (Air) = Magic. 

There’s nowhere else on the planet where that equation equals the  

2,000 cm (65 ft) average snowfall of light, dry powder that blankets CMH 

every year. Whether you call it “Canadian champagne,” “blower pow,” or 

“cold smoke,” we know you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it.
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NOTHING 
LIKE IT
There’s a perfect moment we would love to share with you this winter. 
It’s this little piece of time just after the helicopter disappears, but before you 

drop in. When you take a breath, look around, and realize you’re in the middle 

of nothing. No calls, no texts, no email, no deadlines — none of that. Just 

thousands of acres of untracked powder in front of you, and from now until 

sundown to play in it.

This is winter at its simple best. Nothing but you, some friends, a few thousand 

feet of potential energy, bottomless snow, and the realization you’re about to 

have the run of your life — again, and again, and again.

We really hope you’ll join us for a bit of nothing this winter, and for many years to 

come. Because getting into the middle of nowhere with CMH is honestly the best 

place you could ever be.

DO THE MATH 
RESORT VS. CAT VS. HELI
WHAT IT TAKES TO SKI 100,000 VERTICAL FEET

AVERAGE
RESORT

AVERAGE
CAT SKIING 
VACATION

CMH
HELI-SKIING
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SAFELY LEADING THE 
WAY FOR 50+ YEARS
OUR GUIDES have the utmost respect for the 

backcountry and the safety of everyone they bring  

into it. Every CMH Mountain Guide has completed 

an 8-year certification process with the Association of 

Canadian Mountain Guides (ACMG) or the International 

Federation of Mountain Guides Association (IFMGA). 

Our team of over 130 guides represents more than 1,400 

years of experience in avalanche hazard evaluation and 

management, weather analysis, and emergency first aid. 

Rest assured, you’re in exceptionally good hands.

SNOW & SAFETY management at CMH leads the 

industry with proven on-snow safety practices,  

a dedicated second helicopter at our lodges for  

additional support, state-of-the-art weather and  

snowpack evaluation, and a constant avalanche hazard 

assessment that lets us maintain maximum safety so  

you can focus on maximum fun.

HELICOPTER SAFETY is also given exceptional care 

at CMH. In partnership with Alpine Helicopters, our 

32 Bell helicopters are flown by highly experienced  

alpine pilots and maintained onsite with a dedicated,  

fulltime helicopter engineer at each lodge. 

Like everything we do, we worry about the details 

so you don’t have to worry at all. 
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ARE YOU 
HELI READY?
CMH can easily be the best time of your life — but only if you’re ready for it. 

Part of this is being honest with yourself, and especially honest with us about  

your current abilities. To make sure you’re 100% ready to live your downhill 

dreams, we hope you can answer the following with an enthusiastic HELI YES.

Fit enough for consecutive days of skiing (for most 
people, this means regular exercise 2 – 3 times per 
week all year long). 

Strong intermediate to advanced skiing/riding skills. 
Able to tackle “black diamond” trails when needed.

Comfortable in a variety of snow and weather 
conditions. 

Confident in the trees and skiing steeper terrain.

Planning on going to your local ski hill for a few  
warm-ups before CMH.

Ready for laughs, new friends and smiling all day long.

CMH-READY CHECKLIST

All good? Then it’s time to plan your trip. Even if you’re not completely confident 

with every answer, we may be able to help. Call us anytime for a personalized 

assessment, pre-season training recommendations, and options for starting with 

a CMH Powder Intro Program. 

Questions? We’re always here to help.  
Visit cmhski.com/contact

Justin Nan - Deep Thought Productions
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WELCOME 
HOME
The best snow on Earth comes with one beautiful 

condition: it’s almost always in the middle of 

nowhere. Once CMH’s massive territory had been 

claimed, Hans decided his snow kingdom needed 

a castle, and Bugaboo Lodge was created. Though 

humble at first, this original CMH lodge was purpose-

built to maximize skiing time and make sure guests 

never had to miss a second of amazing snow.

Over the next 50+ years, CMH expanded across 

its entire 3,000,000-acre territory with a dozen 

exceptionally well-outfitted backcountry destinations. 

Built with individual personalities ranging from rustic to 

regal, our lodges now include everything we’ve ever 

dreamed of: stunning mountain views, gourmet chefs, 

massage and spa facilities, roaring fireplaces, outdoor 

hot tubs, games rooms, climbing walls, and some truly 

impressive wine cellars.

It’s a skier’s dream come true, and we can’t wait to 

share it with you. Welcome home to CMH Lodges.

Questions? We’re always here to help. 
Visit cmhski.com/contact
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BUGABOOS
THE BIRTHPLACE 
OF HELI-SKIING
Set your basecamp in the Bugaboos at the world’s first Heli-Ski lodge. From this spacious chalet, you’ll take 

in the same mind-blowing scenery that’s astounded our guests since 1965. Mixing alpine history and modern 

comforts alike, Bugaboo Lodge has one of the best hot tub views on the planet. During the day, expect 

perfect slopes filled with mellow fluff, along with long runs that stretch from peak to valley.

Pace/Ability: Relaxed/Intermediate  Capacity: 44 Guests  Average Annual Snowfall: 1,200 cm (472 in)    
Ski Terrain: 1,017 sq. km (393 sq. mi) / 235 runs  Ski Elevation: 945 – 3,050 m (3,100 – 10,006 ft)  Known for: breathtaking scenery.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/bugaboos

Heli-Skiing’s 
heritage

Stunning 
location 

and views

Great for non 
heli-skiers

Drive from 
CalgaryH

IG
H

LI
G

H
TS 4

HR
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CARIBOOS
LONGER SEASON 
FOR MORE TURNS
Don’t let the laid-back vibe fool you — we’ve poured over every detail of this cozy alpine retreat. From the 

temperature of the hot tub, to our exceptionally well-stocked bar and nightly jam sessions, we go out of 

our way to make sure everything about Cariboos is warm, inviting and unforgettable. With a season that 

stretches into late April, its ski terrain includes untouched faces, champagne powder fields and plenty 

of tree runs spread across the big shoulders of the Cariboo range.  

H
IG

H
LI

G
H

T
S

Highest 
guide-to-guest 

ratio

Further north, 
longer season

Mother 
Nature’s gift 
to Heli-Skiing

Drive from 
Kamloops

4
HR

Pace/Ability: Relaxed/Intermediate – Advanced  Capacity: 42 Guests  Average Annual Snowfall: 1,400 cm (551 in)    
Ski Terrain: 1,489 sq. km (575 sq. mi) / 319 runs  Ski Elevation: 1,000 – 3,000 m (3,280 – 9,843 ft)  Known for: incredible conditions right through April.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/cariboos
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GOTHICS
WIDEST CHOICE OF 
TRIPS AND TERRAIN
When days in the backcountry are this good, you need an  

equally great place to unwind. Gothics makes it easy with 

amazing meals, cozy atmosphere and a wood-fired sauna 

for prime relaxation. Home to some of CMH’s longest runs, 

Gothics has the perfect mix of terrain for rookies and  

veterans alike. Expect perfect bowls, open glaciers,  

excellent tree skiing and deep snow.

Pace/Ability: Relaxed/Intermediate – Advanced  Capacity: 37 Guests 
Average Annual Snowfall: 1,800 cm (709 in)  Ski Terrain: 1,923 sq. km (742 sq. mi) / 315 runs 
Ski Elevation: 900 – 3,000 m (2,953 – 9,843 ft)  Known for: varied terrain for all abilities.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/gothics

Ideal for  
all abilities

Expansive 
terrain

“Burning Guide” 
season-end party

Drive from 
Calgary

7
HR

Justin Nan - Deep Thought Productions

H
IG

H
LI

G
H

T
S
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KOOTENAY*
EASY-ACCESS FUN
Whether your idea of a good time is quiet sunset reflections 

or rowdy celebrations until dawn, our Kootenay team is  

more than happy to accommodate. Offering 1,155 sq. km  

of open bowls, fun glades, perfectly spaced trees, and  

playful pillows, this is your all-you-can-rip buffet of fun.

Pace/Ability: Intermediate/Advanced – Advanced  Capacity: 45 Guests 
Average Annual Snowfall: 1,800 cm (709 in)  Ski Terrain: 1,155 sq. km (446 sq. mi) / 298 runs 
Ski Elevation: 1,060 – 2,880 m (3,478 – 9,449 ft)  Known for: subalpine bowls and pillow lines.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/kootenay
H

IG
H

LI
G

H
T

S

*Formerly CMH K2

Shannon Skouras

Best value 
Heli-Skiing

Small-town 
charm

Home of 
“Steep Shots 

& Pillow Drops”

Drive from 
Kelowna

3
HR
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REVELSTOKE
WELCOME TO 
POWDER PARADISE
When you imagine the ultimate mountain town, Revelstoke is it. 

Built in the heart of the deepest snow territory, Revelstoke mixes 

epic days with notorious nights. With everything close by, you’re 

only steps away from downtown’s best pubs, nightclubs and local 

favourites. When it’s snow time, enjoy a warm-up day inbounds  

at the local ski resort before heading to CMH for impossibly  

deep snow, wide open runs and the epic trees of the Selkirks 

and Monashees.

Pace/Ability: Intermediate/Advanced – Advanced  Capacity: 48 Guests 
Average Annual Snowfall: 1,800 cm (709 in)  Ski Elevation: 900 – 3,000 m (2,953 – 9,843 ft) 
Ski Terrain: 1,597 sq. km (617 sq. mi) / 247 runs  Known for: downtown après ski.

Lodging options for Revelstoke Private Trips:

• BIGHORN

• BISON

• EXPLORERS SOCIETY

• REGENT HOTEL

• WHITEWORTH CHALET

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/revelstoke

H
IG

H
LI

G
H

T
S

The Public Works Kevin Boekholt

Downtown 
nightlife

Local ski 
resort

Easy access Drive from 
Kelowna

2.5
HR
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ADAMANTS
BIG TURNS FOR 
SMALL GROUPS
It’s hard to get further “away from it all” than the Adamants. As one of the most remote and easy-access 

lodges in our roster, Adamants’ untouched powder and intimate lodge atmosphere have given it mythical 

status for those seeking big snow for small groups of 4 – 6 people. Set deep in the Selkirks, terrain 

includes a mix of perfectly spaced trees, wide-open glaciers and big alpine bowls. 

Pace/Ability: Intermediate/Advanced – Advanced  Capacity: 30 Guests  Average Annual Snowfall: 1,800 cm (709 in) 
Ski Terrain: 1,073 sq. km (414 sq. mi) / 332 runs  Ski Elevation: 900 – 3,100 m (2,953 – 10,170 ft)  Known for: high alpine views.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/adamants

H
IG

H
LI

G
H

T
S

Small 
group only

Remote but 
easy access

High alpine 
perfection

Drive from 
Calgary

4
HR

Gery Unterasinger The Public Works
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BOBBIE BURNS
MASSIVE VERTICAL 
FROM PEAK TO VALLEY
While it might feel like it’s perfectly in the middle of nowhere, Bobbie Burns Lodge is actually one of the 

shortest trips from Calgary. Less time in transit means more time on and o� the snow, which is perfect as 

“The Burns” has the largest wine cellar in our entire collection. Outside, the sheer size of the area will leave 

you speechless. Expect rolling glacier terrain, high-alpine discoveries, the old-growth forest of the Northern 

Selkirks, and the bottomless snow that brings powder connoisseurs back year after year.

Pace/Ability: Advanced – Expert  Capacity: 33 Guests  Average Annual Snowfall: 1,500 cm (591 in) 
Ski Terrain: 1,700 sq. km (656 sq. mi) / 303 runs  Ski Elevation: 1,000 – 3,050 m (3,280 – 10,006 ft)  Known for: massive vertical.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/bobbieburns

H
IG

H
LI

G
H

T
S

Massive 
vertical

Remote but 
easy access

Terrain for  
all conditions

Drive from 
Calgary

4
HR

The Public Works

The Public Works
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GALENA
SERIOUS FUN 
DAY AND NIGHT
Galena Lodge is well known amongst the fun-loving hardcore skiers of the powder scene. While its 

advanced terrain is certainly the draw, this cozy lodge’s infamous Ping-Pong tournaments and evening 

shenanigans equally share its reputation for fun. Galena skiers and snowboarders can expect classic 

Selkirk terrain all day long: steep pitches, silent pines, pillow lines and bottomless snow at every turn.

Pace/Ability: Advanced – Expert  Capacity: 44 Guests  Average Annual Snowfall: 1,800 cm (709 in) 
Ski Terrain: 1,080 sq. km (417 sq. mi) / 332 runs  Ski Elevation: 1,000 – 3,100 m (3,290 – 10,171 ft)  Known for: playful pillow drops.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/galena

H
IG

H
LI

G
H

T
S

Steep pillow 
drop lines

Great 
snowboarding

Ping-Pong 
tournaments

Drive from 
Kelowna

4.5
HR

The Public Works
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MONASHEES
WINTER AT 
ITS DEEPEST
With its remote drive-up location, floor-to-ceiling windows, rooftop hot tub, and panoramic views, you can’t help 

but love the Monashees. This timber-framed retreat is the ideal place to clear your mind and get ready 

for tomorrow’s adventure. Based in the Selkirk range, “The MO” puts you in the middle of some of the most 

thrilling, sought-after tree skiing in the world. Look forward to deep snow, epic glades and long, leg-burning runs.

Pace/Ability: Advanced – Expert  Capacity: 48 Guests  Average Annual Snowfall: 2,000 cm (787 in) 
Ski Terrain: 1,712 sq. km (661 sq. mi) / 356 runs  Ski Elevation: 580 – 3,140 m (1,903 – 10,302 ft)  Known for: best tree skiing on the planet.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/monashees

H
IG

H
LI

G
H

T
S

Best tree 
skiing on the 

planet

Riverside 
lodge

Steep, fast 
and long

Drive from 
Calgary

7
HR

The Public Works

The Public Works The Public Works
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NOMADS
ROOM TO ROAM
After a long day in the backcountry, you can’t beat a private chalet 

and natural hot springs to soothe both body and mind. Surrounded 

by pearl-white peaks and crystal blue lakes, Halcyon Hot Springs 

Resort is your ultimate wilderness spa. Just a helicopter ride away 

from Galena, Kootenay, Revelstoke and Bobbie Burns, Nomads 

lives up to its name by letting you follow the snow anywhere it 

leads. And with two types of helicopters to choose from, you  

can be as exclusive or inclusive as you want for groups ranging 

from 4 to 10 people.

Pace/Ability: Custom  Capacity: 4 – 10 Guests  Average Annual Snowfall: 1,800 cm (709 in) 
Ski Terrain: 1,144 sq. km (441 sq. mi) / 230 runs  Ski Elevation: 900 – 3,100 m (2,953 – 10,171 ft)
Known for: choose your own adventure.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/nomads

Incredible 
flexibility

2.1 million 
acre terrain

Choose 
your own 
adventure

Drive from 
KelownaH

IG
H

LI
G

H
T

S

4.5
HR

Justin Nan - Deep 
Thought Productions
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VALEMOUNT
THE ULTIMATE 
HELI-SKIING LUXURY
Starting with a private jet from Calgary and a culinary experience 

that goes way beyond gourmet, Valemount offers refreshingly 

unpretentious white glove service at every step. Even before 

you arrive, you’ll quickly see why Ski Magazine named this 

exceptional destination one of the five most luxe ski lodges in  

the world. Valemount gives you exclusive, individually tailored 

access to long, steep terrain, exhilarating tree runs and wide-

open glaciers — all served by your very own Bell 212 helicopter.

Pace/Ability: Custom  Capacity: Up to 10 Guests  Average Annual Snowfall: 1,400 cm (551 in)   
Ski Terrain: 1,489 sq. km (575 sq. mi) / 319 runs  Ski Elevation: 1,100 – 3,000 m (3,609 – 9,843 ft) 
Known for: a completely personalized experience.

LEARN MORE 
Watch the virtual tour at cmhski.com/valemount

H
IG

H
LI

G
H

T
S

Private 
helicopter, 

luxury service

Fully 
customized and 

personalized

Ultimate 
Heli-Ski 

experience

Private jet 
from Calgary

2
HR
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NON HELI-SKIERS 
ALWAYS WELCOME
Maybe you’re a skier, but not quite ready for the challenge 
of Heli-Skiing. Or maybe you’re just getting jealous of missing 
what everyone calls “the best time of our lives.”

Even if you’re not here for the snow, you’re always welcome at CMH. When 

the sun’s up and the rest are flying around in the mountains, you can curl up 

by the fire with a good book, enjoy the stunning views, relax in the hot tub, 

or spend some time at the spa.

To pick up the pace, we’ve got climbing walls, exercise equipment, yoga 

studios, games rooms, cross-country ski trails, snowshoes, and winter-ready  

“fat bikes” that let you explore at your own speed.

When the tribe returns, the evening celebration begins. CMH is legendary for 

its gourmet meals, late-night music jams, non-stop dance parties and tall tales 

told ‘round the fire. No matter what you’re into, we know you’ll have the best 

time of your life at CMH.
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5

COLUMBIA 
MOUNTAINS

1

16

KAMLOOPS

KELOWNA

VALEMOUNT

JASPER

REVELSTOKE

VERNON

private 
air strip

VALEMOUNT

CARIBOOS

ADAMANTS

GOTHICS

MONASHEES

CLOSER THAN 
YOU THINK
To get you here with the greatest e�ciency, CMH 

guests are transported to our lodges from three 

strategically selected airports:

• Calgary International 

• Kelowna International 

• Kamloops Regional

 
To learn more about other transportation options
or how to get here faster, visit cmhtransport.com 

BRITISH COLUMBIA

TO MCBRIDE

REVELSTOKE
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ROCKY
MOUNTAINS

16

CALGARY

GOLDEN
LAKE LOUISE

BANFF

BUGABOOS

GALENA

NOMADS

  KOOTENAY

BOBBIE BURNS

NAKUSP

*Transportation not included.
  Ask us about special transport. 

ALBERTA

FLIGHT TIMES TO CALGARY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

CHICAGO 3.5 HRS

DALLAS    4 HRS

DENVER 2.5 HRS

FRANKURT  10 HRS

LONDON    9 HRS

NEW YORK    5 HRS 

PARIS     11 HRS

SAN FRANCISCO  2.5 HRS

SYDNEY    21 HRS

TOKYO 11.5 HRS

TORONTO     4 HRS

ZURICH    12 HRS

TO SPOKANE
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CMH SUMMER 
ADVENTURES 
When the snow melts, CMH extends an even warmer 

welcome with our amazing summer experiences. Your 

mountaintop getaway can include any combination of 

guided heli-access hiking, family-friendly adventures, 

creative workshops, and adrenaline-fueled fun from zip lines 

and glacier treks to our sky-high via ferrata climbing routes.

Along with a choice of three lodges — Bugaboos, Bobbie 

Burns and Cariboos — your luxury destination includes 

a gourmet culinary team and stunning panoramic views 

in every direction.

Adventure, celebration and relaxation are always on the 

menu at CMH. Start planning an unforgettable summer 

with us today.

Questions? We’re always here to help. 
Visit cmhsummer.com
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1.800.661.0252
CMHSKI.COM
#CMHHELI




